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PREFACE
Problem.--In this day and age of automation, music is seemingly
taking a back seat to other forms of recreation and amusement. By
music, we mean that type which is suitable to the concert hall, as
opposed to that which is heard in the juke boxes.
Of course, there are classes in our schools and colleges which
try to correct this. They are called, for lack of a better term,
AMusic Appreciation" classes. Even the slightest observation of any
interested person, however, will readily show that these classes are
not fulfilling their purpose as completely as they should. This is
unfortunate. Many of the teachers who teach these classes are
exceptionally well qualified for the job. They work long hours
prepari~g assignments and hunting recordings of good music literature
for the students to listen to. Yet, when these students finish their
course 1n music appreciation, it seems, from talking to them, that
some have no more of an appreciation for the fine music they have
heard than they did at the beginning.
Why does this problem exist? As a music educator, the writer
has been troubled by this for several years. This thesis, then, is
concerned with both this and other problems in the music appreciation
classes of our schools and colleges.
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CHAPTER I
THE ~ETHOD OF RESEARCH
In starting research in any field, the researcher must first
decide what he wants to know. This might very well be called a
delimiting process. Regardless of which field one does research in,
it must be realized that the entire scope of the field cannot be
taken in its entirety. The researcher must, then, decide upon one
of the many aspects of his problem and explore that aspect thoroughly,
leaving the others for future investigation.
In the field of music appreciation, there are many aspects
that need a great deal of study. The field of research in music,
and particularly that of music education, is relatively new. This
being ~~e case, the research worker in music or music education has
a wilderness, so to speak, which demands that new trails be blazed
across it~ With this challenge in mind, the writer has set about to
find a method of research which will aid future music educators in
solving the difficulty mentioned in the introduction.
Oelimitation.--In dealing with the problem at hand, that of
teaching music appreciation, we must first ask the reasons why
students do not like the music of the concert stage. Why is it, for
example, that they do not have any great interest in the great music
1
2of Bach, Beethoven, Brahms, Wagner, and toe other composers of great
stature? There is no simpl~ answer to this question. Is the answer
in society itself? Perhaps the answer would be yes if we were to
consider society as one aspect only. Yet, our society demands that
we teach music appreciation in our schools and colleges. Our society
supports many fine orchestras and musicians. Society as a whole,
then, is not the wilderness through which a trail needs to be blazed
in order to arrive at a conclusion~
Another approach might be that of the family backgrounds of
the individuals concerned. This might very well be true if we could
demonstrate beyond a shadow of a doubt that people from similiar
backgrounds like the same types of music. This, however, is not the
case. We can look at almost every type of family background and find
musicians of some merit. This, then, is not the direction that
should be taken in order to find the answer.
many other aspects could be named, each having the same
conclusion. After perusing the many possible aspects and avenues of
research, the writer decided upon that of personality. Personality,
of course, takes in any other aspect we might mention. Society as a
whole helps mold personality~ The individual family background molds
personality. In fact, every experience in life helps to mold indi-
vidual personality. This approach seems the most direct attack on
the problem at hand.
it' is a known fact that two people can hear the same piece of
music arid be affe~ted differently. There is a cause for this, and
3it must necessarily lie.in some part of t~e individual's personality.
This, at least, is the hypothesis which the writer's research follows.
Problemsr-Having decided upon an area of investigation, there
is the problem of working out some method of measuring personality.
In addition to this, there will have to be some way of comparing
personality with musical tastes. The problem, then, is threefold:
a method of describing an individual's personality, a method of
describing his musical tastes, and finally, a method of comparing.
In order to compare we must, so to speak, have a common
denominator. The writer decided that in the case at hand, both the
personality test and the test of musical taste should be of such a
type as could be reduced to mathematical proportions. 8y having
tests of this type, there can be a common ground on which to make
the comparison or correlation.
After discussions with the thesis committee, it was decided to
use the'Sixteen Personality Factor Test in the determining of tMe
individual's personality make-up. The test of musical tastes was
devised by the writer.
80th of these tests will be discussed in detail in the following
two chapters. Two class periods were allotted for the tests on
consecutive days, the personality test being given first, and the
music last. Fifty students were chosen from the music appreciation
classes on the campus.
By this method, two sets of raw scores can be obtained by
which there can be a basis for comparison.
CHAPTER II
THE PERSONALITY TEST
The Sixteen Personality Factor Test (hereafter called 16PF)
is published by the Institute for Personality and Ability Testing,
Champaign, Illinois~ It is certainly one of the most complete in
its class.
Utility of the test;--The utility of this test is of the
calibre that should make any psychologist happy:
The 16 P.F. is the psychologist·s answer, in the
questionnaire realm, to the demand for a test giving
fUllest information in the shortest time about most
personality traits. It is not merely concerned with
some narrow concept of neuroticism or ~adjustment,'
or some special kind of ability, but sets out to
cover planfully and precisely all the main dimensions
along which people can differ, according to basic
factor analytic research.
In any personality study, it is all too often that we find very
important traits being overlooked, so the best way to begin is to
take cognizance of the total personality, in all its main
dimensions. 2
lR. B. Cattell, O. R. Saunders, and G. Stice, Handbook for the
Sixteen Personality Factor Questionnaire (Champaign: Institute for
Personality and Ability Testing, 1957), p. 1;
2Loc. cit.
5In this test, the ~ixteen dimensions. of personality used are·
based on a considerable amount of research directed to locating
unitary, independent, and practically important source traits. By
these terms we mean traits affecting the overt personality, such as
intelligence, emotional stability, super-ego strength, surgency,
and cominance. 3 The vocabulary of the test is that which is found
in any daily newspaper and there is no writing in the test other
than placing checks in the proper boxes on a separate answer sheet.
Therefore, it can be administered either on an individual or a group
basis.
There are also other factors which add to the utility of the
test:
Some of the finest factor analytic research has been
devoted to its construction. A whole series of research
publications testify to a very broad sampling of the area
of personality responses; the achievement of a true
simple structure solution, revealing functionally unitary
traits, thrice checked by independent experiment; a
repeated intensification of item loadings; a standard-
ization on a proper variety of groups, and a systematic
acc~ulation of relations to important criteria. 4
This test has also been used extensively in other countries of the
bJorld~ .Thi.s will aid in making personality factors internationally
integratable.5 A series of researches at different age levels has
> .'. •
5Ibid •• p. 2.
6established that the six~'8en personality factors exist throughout
the main growth period.6
What the test measures.--Many personality tests to date have
not been very well founded upon factor analytic research. Because
of this, these same tests have failed to bring out the separate
aspects of the individual's personality. This is not true of the
16 P. f.:
The present questionnaire meets a long-standing demand for
a personality-measuring instrument properly validated with
respect to the primary personality factors that are rooted
in general psychologitial research3
The test is also unique in:
having every item possessed of a demonstrated saturation
with respect toIeach of the factors which it sets out to
measure, and having proof that each of the questionnaire
factors corresponds to a primary personality factor found
elsewhare, i.e., beyond the questionnaire realm, notably
in ratings in real-life behavior situations in the Objec-
tive Analytic Factor Battery, in social response patterns,
and in abnormal, pathological behavior.8
This test, then, is not merely one which looks good on paper, but
when applied to real-life situations is really functional.
The test uses two types of nomenclature: Popular and
Professional. first appears the professional term used by the
psychologist, and then the popular term which will give it meaning
to the average person who does not know the meaning of the
6Ibid., p. 2.
-.
7 .Lac. cit.
8Loc~ 01 t;:
7all sixteen factors are presented.
Another interesting property of this test is the fact that it
measures dimensions that are
necessary and adequate to cover all the kinds of indi-
vidual differences of personality found in common speech
and psychological literature; that are independent of
one another, so that it is possible for 8 person to
combine any score whatever on: one with any score on others
(In other words, they. do not overlap in meaning, or waste
scores by partially repeating the same measure under a
new name, as many arbitrary questionnaire scales do, but
represent clear functional unities.); that are known to
be important in the sense of each having B wide area of
influence on behavior, Bnd in which the influence can be
understood in terms of psychological processes of matur-
ation, learning, and interaction with physiological
conditions.9
With these facts alone, it can be understood that this test accurately
measures that which it sets out to do. The sixteen factors are
d,finitely separate. This being insured, B much better picture of
the individual's total personality can be seen.
General objectives in design.--In a test of this type, it must
be borne in mind that the questionnaire is not a universally valid
instrument. There are ways in which the results can differ. For
instance, they might differ in respect to cooperative and uncooper-
ative, well-educated and poorly-educated, honestly and .ulterior-
9 .- -Ibid., pp. 2-3.
~
~..
motivated sU~jects~10
8
It has been shown that the questionnaire type
. ,
of test has had its greatest success with students o~ with cooperat~ve,
anonymous subjects, under conditionsof research.1l
Of the present test, it can be said:
Tne majority of questions in the 16 P.F. are indirect,
asking about interest s which the subject would not
necessarily perceive to be related to the trait in
question, so that it escapes some of the distortions
described. Moreover, in the 16 P.F. we do not inter-
pret the factors from the nature of -the subject's
statements about himself, but from the known corre-
lations between these 'mental interiors' as found in
the questionnaire factors and the factors established
in behavior. In other words, the question responses
are treated as behavior, not as valid self ratings. 12
This is extremely important if an accurate picture of personality is
wanted. By constructing the test in this manner, it is not nearly so
easy to "lie." Even if the subject would try, it has been shown
above that this is also treated as behavior, and will show in the
test.
This test, as stated before, can be administered either indi-
vidually or to a group. In most cases, the subjects note their
responses on a supplied answer sheet. There are three answers for
each item, since it has been found that the pseudo "forced choice,"
and the forbidd~ng use of an in-between answer might frustrate genuine
. ·-13
.attempts at an honest answer.
IlJIbid~, p. 3.
11lac. cit.
12
"loc. cit.
1;3Loc. cit.
. ..."".-,~.,~ .....
items. A or B, one· .
A or B with C, two
A with B, three
A, B, and C together,
9
There are three f~rms of the test, A, 8, and C. All. three
yield scores on the same~ixteen factors and have equivalent resuits
when expressed in standard scores. 14 Form C is just a little more
than half as long as either Form A or 8. By having one form shorter
than the others, a variety. of total length of questions can be
achieved:
Form Conly, one··hundred and six
hundred and eighty-seven items.
hundred and ninety-three items.
hundred and seventy-four items.
fo~r hundred and eighty items~15
With an arrangement of this type, there can be a battery for almost
any situation which might arise. This is extremely important in
regard to a research of this type. If one were to depend upon a
test that could be given only in a long period of time, the problems
encountered would be great.
Reliabilities.--The present test was chosen because it attains
e
the highest possible reliability for the number of items used.
However,. if a test is too homogeneous it is possible to get high
figures of reliability. Such figures would, of course, be entirely
false. This is not the case with the present test:
Since it is desirable that the 16 P.F. have a good range,
anddi~l':riminate, for example, among clinical cases as
'well as in industry and college, we have not aimed at the
arti'ficially high reliab!li ties to which some handbooks
accustom their readers~16
14 .' ,,' )""Loc.cit.
15ta6~cit.
16Loc~ cit.
II'
10
If the reliability were artificially high, the results of the complete
.
research might very well be inva1id~
The coefficients of reliability take three major forms;
Consistency, Equiva1ance, and Stability Coefficients.
No data is given on the last, because stability varies
too much with undefinable conditions and is a character-
istic of the trait rather than the test. For example,
schizothymia (A factor) and intelligence (B factor) vary
little from day to day, but ego strength (I:: factor) and
still more, surgency (F factor), fluctuate in level a
good deal. This matter belongs, therefore, to the
psychology of personality.l?
The consistency coefficients are extremely high in the present test.18
Validities.--In the final forms of the test, the items used are
but the survivors of the several thousand originally tried. The
factor analyses both verified the existence and structure of sixteen
factors, and cross validated the items against the factors on
,
. ·19different adult population samples.
To understand fully the meaning of validity, certain concepts
must be understood: .
Validity includes the concepts of construct (or concept)
validity, i.e., the extent to which the test measures the
trait it is supposed to measure, and specific clinical
and industrial criterion validity, e.g., its correlation
with a particular job success. The 16 P.F., by the
universality of its factors, ha~ such specific criterion
validity potentially against many thousands of specific
,criteria, so it is pointless to call any Bn! such corre-
lation its 'validity.' In fact these uarious correlations
l?lbid'- 4
_., p••
l8 l ..i. ...oc. ci t~·
"
l~Lac;' ci t;'
24Loc~ cit.
25 ... cit~'Loc.
26Loc• cit;
11
with. external criteria are more appropriately set out as
part of the specffication equations, under 'predictive'
utilizations of the test. • .20
The correlations of validity are also high in this test.2l ValCity,
however, involves more than j4~t a good correlation:
It demands also that the test be free of correlations
~ith any other single influence, e.g., a response set. 22
This being the case, the items were first screened for their indi-
vidual factor validity, and for a good distribution of their (a), (b),
and (c) responses~·23 They were also chosen so that each factor would
depend on a yes and no answer to make up the total score. 24 By doing
this any distortion based upon mental-sets is eliminated. There are
also other facts of interest concerning the validity of this test:
Items were also chosen for anyone factor's having
opposing, 'suppressor' loadings in other factors,
though care has been taken not to eliminate any
residual true correlation that exists between some
pairs of factors when purely measured. Finally, the
items have been arranged so that responses for one
factor do not bunch together, and so that a pattern
is achieved on the subject's answer sheet which offers
the psychologist maximum convenience in scoring~ All
these are in a broad sense, part of the reliability of
a·test. 25
Another fact that must be remembered is that the validity of the total
battery is more important that the particular reliability coefficient
.of the parts~26 A highly reliable test may have negligible validity
and predict nothing but itself;
20Loc'~' cit.
21Lo'c~ cit~
22Lt1C'~; 'clt~
23"\': .,.' ' .Lac'. ·'cit.
I
;ij
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This-test, then, flas a true validity. It predicts more than
just itself~ The validity is high throughout the whole profile, and
not just on a few items. There are also other aspects in forming a
concept of validity, but those presented here are the basic ones.
The administration of the test~--As stated before, the test can
be administered on either an individual or a group basis. The indi-
vidual use is mostly employed at the cliQical level, while the group
27
use is employed usually in educational or industrial situations.
The individual method may be done orally if the case demands it~ In
fact, the items may even be typed out on separate cards.
The test is fairly simple to administer. The complete directions
are on the front pege of the test booklet. When testing a group,
(I there tends to be a skewed curve in the time that people require to
)'t
~~ i
Ij take the test. The average time to complete the test is forty
11'1 minutes;28
;~
Scoring the test~--The test may be scored in three different
ways. First. there is a hand scoring key which can be used for the
marks made on the answer sheet itself. Second, there is a hand
scoring key that can be used for marks on the test booklet. Third,
there is an International 8usiness Machines (I.8.P1.) answer sheet for
-29machine scoring~ Unless the number tested exceeds two hundred, the
bes~ way is the use of the hand scoring key with the answer sheet~
27.·Ib'·:i·:' d··... '-5"p•.•
. -28·:.. ..'Lbc. cit.
29 Lo~~:' tiii~
13
The answer "key consists:of two cardboard Stencils with punched holes.
They are applied in succession to the answer sheet. Each stencil
gives eight scores; These are entered in the raw score column at the
right. In every case, the "right" answer scores two points, the in
between answer scores one point, and the "wrong" answer scores
nothing~30 The keys have detailed instructions printed on the, so
there should be little excuse for error in scoring. The raw score
column can then be folded back and the scores written again in the
form of standard scores 00 the back of the answer sheet, which is the
profile.
Motivational distortion allowances~--One problem which has been
frequently encountered in the questionnaire form of personality tests,
is a subject's false ideas about himself. Still another is the sub-
ject's dishonesty in trying to give a false picture of himself. Still
anothe~ is the changing intensity, in different situations, of the
individual's motivation to present a distorted picture, either
consciou~ly or unconsciously~3l The only lie or distortion detecting
scale is found in Form C. However, distortion is greatly eliminated
by the construction of the test itself~32 In the present test, no
systematic motivational distortion has yet been experimentally found:
Meanwhile, Forms A and B have been purged, as far as ex-
per~mental evidence goes, by the more radical method of
3D
.Ib.id., p. 6.
31 .,
··)Loc.cit.
3;ZLoc. cit.
14
find~ng items whic;h(a) stress, equ~lly in one factor,
desirable and undesirable aspects, and (b) though in-
volved in a factor commonly having 'value' notably
H(+) and a2(-), do not overtly refer to the behavior
but prove still to have a loading. The 'payoff' that
the factor dimension is not last by motivational dis~
tortion resides in the finding that the measured
questionnaire factor correlates with the same factor in
outer behavior rated by.observers. The questions are
not questions the answers to which we accepted at face
value as descriptions of behavior. Indeed, commonly,
they are questions qUite oblique in meaning which have
been discovered to correlate with the factor. 33
The use and meaninq of norms and standard scores.--The scores
are converted from raw scores into standard scores. In the present
test, the standard score is the stene In the sten table, the raw
score mean falls exactly at five and one-half. Any raw score falling
between this point and one-half of a standard deviation downward
translates to a sten point of five. One falling within one-half a
standard deviation upward translates to a sten score of six.34 In
other words, each sten represents one-half a standard deviation from
the meari~ The distribution on some of the factors, in raw scores,
is apt to be slightly skewed. 35 Because of this, direct calculation
~ of stens from the obtained means and standard deviations would not,
provide a ~Dod fit. 36 To correct this the concept of "standard
~tensllhas been introduced. This is based on a principle corre-
spond~~.to that of the standard I.a. score in the same company's
Culture.Free ~ntelligence Test. The standardsten is defined as:
• •• a cutting off the same percentage of the population
on the given raw score distribution curve as one-half
sigma would on a perfectly normal curve. That is to
say:,- there is a precise relationship between ,the points
cutting off the stens and their percentiles scores, • • •
a relationship which helps rapid translation from stens
to deciles. 37
With this scoring system, it is easy to get an accurate percentile
~ading on any particular factor.
Definition of standardization populations.--In respect to the
samples of populations used in this test, it is found that
our aim here, as with the I.P.A.T. adult Culture Free
Intelligence Tests, has been to combine the totals from
a variety of occupational samples in frequencies (weights)_
indicated by the Census as appropriate for cQrrectly
synthesizing a sample of our adult population~3B
All occupations and their respective profiles are given in both
student and ganeral population sten values. 39
In choosing the proper norms for any particular use, one must
be very careful to select those which meet his needs properly. In
the present research, since only raw scores are mainly dealt with,
the act~al profile norms in standard scores does not make much
difference. However, for the present research, the subjects were
divi~es according to sex, and the raw scores, for profile purposes,
were translated to standard sten scores according to the standard-
ization by sex. Of course, any other method could have been used
according to the tabular supplement prOVided with the test. This
method was selec'ted for uniformi ty. The tabular supplement contains
37 ' 'Loc. cit.
38 ,,'Ibid." p. 9.
39loc ~ ci to;
16
the var1aua tables of standardization from which the raw scores ara
translated into standard sten scores. The translating of these
scores, in accordance wi~h their means and standard deviations
(sigmas), ~s explained above, enables the actual profile to be
drawn on the back of the answer sheet. A sample of the profile
st!ee~ and answer sheet appears in the appendix. After the profile
sndits explanation, it will be better understood in what ways the
complete profile relates to the individual's personality~
Bipolar descriptions of source tralts.-Each factor is bipolar
in nature. That is, there are two aspects to each factor. It might
be thought of as two enos of a line.
Factor A.--Factor A, being bipolar in nature, as 'are all the
factors, has on the positive, or high end, the title of cyclothymia,
and on the negative, or low end, the title of schizothymia. On the
positi~eend, such terms as warm and sociable might be used. On the
negative end, terms such as aloof or stiff are very adequate. Those
individuals who score high in this factor tend to be those who choose
occupat~ons which, deal a lot with PBoPle.40 One who scores low
ujiually likes things or words, and partiCUlarly material things. He
al~o.likes to, ~9rk alone, intellectual company, and the avoidance of
any compromise;4l A collection of A positive individuals are much
-42
more likely."to form active groups than are A negative persons.
, '
,
40 . ._- '"I.~1d., fJ~ 11.
41
'. Lac. cit;
42 Loc• cit~
l'
The highest· ratings in the A factor occur mostly in the fiele of
teaching. The lowest scores occur in those of neuse electrician
·43and research physicist.
Factor B.--Factor B is the intelligence factor. The positive
side may be described as simple bright, and the negative side as
."dull. However, these associations are not very highly loaded.
The loadings, as such, show only moderate. tendencies such as
conscientious versus of lower morals; persevering versus quitting;
and intellectual, CUltured, versus boorish. 45 The main purpose of
measuring intelligence in the present test is not to add personality
information, but to complete a measurement of factors which are
important in most predictions by adding a good general ability
measure.
46 This factor, then, is by no means a measure of an
individual's intelligence quotient or any such similiar measurement.
It is simply, as stated before, a general ability measurement~ It
is probably true that a lot of individuals. when coming upon the
re8soninQ questions in the test, put down the one that looks right,
rather than actually taktng time to figure them out. Also, since
there, is no time limit on the test,. it is not intended to be a com-
pletelyaccarate measure of intel11gence~
43&..oc. c1 t •
.44Loc~cit.
45Loc .~.. c1t~
46 . ...Lac. cit.
18
I FactorC.--The C factor may be desc~ibed as the ego strength
factor. The positive side can be described as mature and calm, an~
the low side as emotional, immature, and unstable. This factor has
as its loadings such bipolar traits as emotionally mature versus
Factor E~-This factor can be described as the dominance
than are those who rank low on this factor. However, business
executives have a wide range on this factor. 48 It has also been
factor. ,On the positive side, a description of dominance or ascend-
ance fits very wel1~ On the negative side, submission is adequate~
Th~~ewho ara high on this factor tend to be aggressive and com-
petiti~e while those who are low tend to be "milk-toast" and mi1d.51 .
50LDC'. cit~
51 '
. LDC. cit.
47lbid.,P. 12;
-
48Loc, cit.
49 "Lac. cit.
lacking in frustration tolerance, emotionally stable versus change-
able (in attitudes), calm, phlegmatic versus showing general
emotionality, realistic about life versus evasive (on awkward
issues..:and in facing personal decisions, absence of neurotic
fatigue versus neurotically fatigued, placid versus worrying.)4?
ThoES who rank high on the C factor are leaders more frequently
demonstrated that groups with a high average C factor maintain a
much better group morale than do those with a low average C factor. 49
Also, those with low C factors usually have a history of symptoms
of neurotic behavior in their childhood, and an increase in these
symptoms when away, from home.50
19
This factor· has such loa~ings as assertive, self-assured versus
submissive, independent minded versus dependent, hard, stern versus
kindly, soft-hearted, solemn versus expressive, unconventional
versus conventional, tough versus easily upset, attention getting
versus self-sufficient;52
This factor has somewhat of a different loading in women than
it does in men. With women, the dominanc~ traits, hypocondriacal,
socially-poised, prominent, and attention-getting are more highly
·53loaded than is the case with men. There 1s also the possibility
that this.pattern changes somewhat with age, and showing signs of·
frustretion later~54 This factor also pertains to the feeling of
52lbc;: c1t~
53,L"" ';. t':!gc•.c1 •
54LDc~ cit~
55Loc. clt~
56 ... ..!Q.!!I.., p. l3~
57 .Loc. cit.
!
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Research ha~ shown that mostsurgent persops h~ve had an easier
environm~nt and are more optimistic than others. In the case of
neurotics, the surgent ones hown conversion hysteria symptoms,
while the desurgent ones are more subject to worry, nightmares and
the like.58 It is also interesting to note that there is known to
be some relationship between surgency and bachelordom;59 This is
a factor that can change with age or even at various times of the
day, though only slightly. This factor does not produce any evidence
of a definite type concerning effective leadership.
Factor G.--This factor contains the information about the
individual's super-ego strength. On the positive side there is
character or super-ego strength. On the negative side there is lack
of rigid internal standards. Those who are high in this factor are
usually conscientious and persistent, while those who are low are
more casual and undependable. The most prominent loadings for this
factor are pe"rsevering, determined versus quitting, fickle, responsible
versus frivolous, emotionally mature versus demanding, impatient,
consistently ordered versus relaxed, indolent, consciEintious versus
undependable, attentive to people versus obstructive. 60 It might be
""",' "" ','-
noted that this factor has somewhat of a resemblance to Factor G in
':, i .i. t ,", .~.- :,;' '" "", '"q
61that i~"sro~~ s~mething of self-control. To be more complete,
hDwever,tRis factor mEist be thought of as being related to a regard
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of moral standards.52 Tpose who rate positive tend to go along with
the accepted moral standards and are more cautious and observing tHan
are those who rate 10w~63 It is interesting to note that almost
always, leaders rate high on this factor~64
Factor H.--The bipolar attributes of this factor are parmia on
the positive end, and threctia on the negative end. Parmia denotes
one who is adventurous and "thick-skinned." while threctia denotes
one who is shy and timid. Frequent factor loadings are, adventurous,
likes meeting people versus shy, withdrawn; active, overt interest in
opposite sex versus retiring in face o~ opposite sex; responsive,"
genial versus aloof, cold, self-contained; friendly versus apt to be
embittered; impulsive and frivolous versus restrained, conscientious;
emotional and artistic interests versus restricted interests; carefree,
does not see danger signals versus careful, considerate, quick to see
dangers~65
This factor is one which can be called well-defined. It is most
probable ,that H negative shows the basic and innate leptosomatic,
schizothyme temperament, often present in a "well-behaved" syndrome
sometimes found in pre-psychotics of the schizoid type, but perfectly
-66normalapsrt from traumatic circumstances. It is also known that an-
H,negative person views himself as timid and shy, preferring one or
62LoC • c1 t;
63L "DC. cit~
64 ., ,.Lac. c1t.
'65, . , ..
" ,Ibid., p. 14.
66LDC • cit'.
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i' two close friends rather; than a lot of friends. 67
In contrast, the H positive indiv~dua1 usually feels free to'
participate in social activities. This factor sometimes increases
with age as certain shynesses are overcome~68
Factor I;--The positive side of this factor can be described
as premsia, and the negative side as harria. Premsia may be defined
as sensitive and effeminate, and harria a~ tough and realistic.
This factor contains such loadings as demanding, impatient, subjective
versus realistic, expects little; dependent, seeking help versus
self-reliant, taking responsibility; kindly, gentle versus hard (to
point of cynicism); artistically fastidious, affected versus few
artistic responses (but not lacking taste); imaginative in inner life
and in conversation versus unaffected by "fancies;" acts on sensitive
intuition versus acts on practical, logical evidence; attention
seeking, frivolos versus self-sufficient; hypochondriacal, anxious
69versus unaware of physical disabilities.
The person who rates positive on this factor most often shows
-70a vast dislike for "crude" people and rough occupations. They like
to travel and meet new people. Artists are known to score high on
tbis factor. 7l In most cases women score higher than men, older
67 ..~oc.,. cit.
68 ..
, Lac, ci t.
69I~_id., .p~ 15.
70- --Lgc.cit.
71Loc• cit.
J people higher than youn~er, and, strangely enough, psychotics higher
than normal people,:'2 The positive side tends to be associated with
-73being overprotected, and also with mental breakdown. The negative
persons usually have a history of fewer illnesses, and a greater
--74 .participation in athletics. ..
Factor L.--On the positive side of this factor are protension
and paranoid tendency~ On the negative side is relaxed security.
Thos rating high tend to be suspecting and jealous, while those
rating low are accepting aDd adaptable. The factor loadings are
jealous versus accepting; self-suffic~ent versus outgoing; suspicious
versus trustfUl; Withdrawn, brooding versus open, ready to take a
75L it"DC. c •
76~., p. Ui~
77Lac. cit.
?~L9C~ .cit~
73Loc.~it.
74' '.,,'lai:;'cit;
group.
The positive factor shows itself very clearly in abnormal
popula~ions. In these cases the factor is definitely of the paranoid
disorder:76 The protensive person will usually describe himself as
coming f*om a family which he admired and which had lively interests,
is rather contemptuous of the average and is scrupulously correct in
behavior~77 . The protensive person is also us~hllY unpopular in a
chance; tyrannical versus understanding and permissive, tolerant;
hard versus soft-hearted; irritable versus composed and cheerful~75
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Factor m;~-Thepo~itive side of ~actpr Mdenotes autia, and the
negative side praxernia. The positive individual can be described,as
bohemian introverted and absent-minded, and the negative individual
as practical, concerned with facts. The 10a8ings for this factor are
unconventional, self-absorbed versus conventional, alert to practical
needs; interested in art, theory, basic beliefs versus interests
narrowed to immediate issues; imaginative, creative versus no
spontaneous creativity; frivolous, immature in practical judgment
versus sound, realistic, dependable, practical judgment; generally
cheerful, but occasional hysterical swings of "giving up· versus
earnest, concerned or worried, but ve~y steady~7S
The m positive person has an intense inner life. Although he
is cheerful and irresponsible on practical matters, he really has
·79higher internal, spasmodic anxiety tensions than the praxernic person.
Occupationally, artists score high in the m Factor~SO
Factor N~--On the positive side of Factor N is shrewdness, and
on the negative side is naivete~' Those scoring high are usually
sophisticated and polished, and those on the negative side simple and
t;lnpretentious. The factor loadings are polished, socially alert
versus socially clumsy and "natural;" exact, calculating mind versus
vag~e and "sentimental mind; alDof, emotionally disciplined versus
warm..,..gregarious, spDntaneous; esthetically fastidious versus simple
7S·'····
. Lac•. cit.
79 •. " 0t"";:'OC~.·C1 •
Babe.. oit.
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I' tastes; ins~ghtful regar~ing self versus l~cking self insight;
insightful regarding others versus unskilled in analyzing motives; I
ambitious, possibly insecure versus content with what comes; expedient,
"cuts cornsrs" versus trusts in accepted values.8l
This is a factor that is not so well established in the
questionnaire realm as most of the others, but trusting the factor,
one with a high score can be said to be good at clinical diagnosis,
flexible in viewpoint·). and alert to manners. 82 At, first glance it
would seem that this factor is a socially acquired pattern of skills,
However, there is considerable evidence that it is associated with a
generalized mental alertness, health, and efficiency, since it is a
factor that tends to be significantly low in both the major forms of
psychosis and neurosis. 83
Factor O.--This is known as the guilt proneness factor. The
positive side can be defined as guilt proneness and the negative side
as confident adequacy. Individuals who score high on Factor 0 are
usually timid and insecure while those scoring low are confident and
self-secure. The bipolar factor loadings are worrying, anxious
J:tldelyvigorous; phobic symptoms versus no fears; moody, lonely,
broCJdfrt9 versus given to simple action.84
versus self-confident; depressed versus cheerful, resilient; sensitive,
tender, easily upset versus tough, placid; strong sense of duty versus
expedient;' exacting, fussy versus. does not care; hypochondriacal versus
8lIbid ., p. 17.
82 ,Loc.cit.
i
83Loc• cit.
84Loc • cit.
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90loc• cit.
91Loo• cit~
92Loc• cit.
85LElc~ cit;
86 ..., ., .
,lao. ·..cit.
87!9!!!.,' p. 18.
88 .,loc•.oi t.
Factor Ol.--On the positive side is found radicalism and on
the negative side conservatism of temperament.88 This factor has
not appeared in behavior ratings and consequently must be known
through the "mental interior" presented by the questionnaire responses.89
The Q positive pe~son feels overtirep in exciting situations~
He is unable to sleep because of worrying, and feels inadequate to.
meet the daily demands of life. 85 The high person usually prefers
quiet and books rather than a lot of people.86 In the group, the
high 0 individual does not feel free to participate and is considered
shy. These individuals are also thought of as usually hindering the
proceedings of a group.87
rate positive on this factor are usually more well informed than are
. 90
those who rank low.
experiment shows this to be more than merely an acquired set of
religious and political beliefs. It is also known that the ones who
Factor Q2.--0n the bipolar ends of this factor, self-sufficiency
is found on the positive end and group dependence is found on the
negative. Persons rating high are those who are self-sufficient and
resourceful while those rating low are usually socially group
depend'ent.9l As designated by the II Qr this factor has also not yet
been caught in ratings~92 It is known to be one of the major factors
This factor has not been found as a dimension elsewhere. However,
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in introversion:93 The ones scoring high,are usually accustomed to
making their own decisions about things while those at the negati~e
end tend to go along with the group and values social approval more
, ,·,94 h iththan do others. The hig Q2 person is much more disatisfied w
mroup integration than are others. He makes remarks which are more
frequently solutions than questions:95
Factor Q3.--At the positive end is high self-sentiment formation
versus poor self-sentiment format~onat the negative end~ Those
scoring high are more apt to be controlled and have exacting will
powers. Those scoring low are more uncontrolled and lax~96 Of this
factor it can be said:
It is at first strange that a factor so large and of such
important criterion associations has not appeared in
rating~, but the reason may appear in the hypothesis.
According to loaded items, the Q3 positive person shows
socially approved character responses, self-control,
persistence, foresight, considerateness of others, and
conscientiousness~97
A high score on this factor is associated with leaders. These people
also have more mechanical ability than the average person.98
Factor Q4.--0n the positive side is found high ergic tension,
and on the negative, low ergic tension. Those with high ergic tension
are tense and excitable, while those with low ergic tension are
usually phlegmatic and composed;99
93 ' ,."lac. cit.
94lDc:. 'clt~
~s. l~ti~~ cit~
96 1J.loc.ci t.
97-lac. cit.
9aloc• cit.
99Ibid ., p. 19.
I'l
':1',~
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It is easy to confuse this factor with Factor O. These two ,
factors are completely distinct even though there is a significantly
I
100positive correlation between them. It has been found that this
is a contributing factor to automobile accident proneness.10l In
!ooking at this factor clinically it is found that:
Clinically Q4 shares with 0 the higher differentiation of
neurotics from normals, and is one of the three highest
factors in general anxiety. It is also abnormally high
in manic-depressives and in psycho~aths~ The best general
interpretation of Q4 at present is that it represents a'
level of excitement and tension, r~cresenting undischarged
and partly uncontrollable libido. lD2
This personality test, then, is one that searches the very
depths of personality. It is one that can be used to predict
accurately personal success in many occupations. It is extremely
valuable in any research which has anything to do with personality
because of the complete reliability which it offers.
10Cloc• 01t.
lOlloc'.' 01t.
l02loc• ci t'~
CHAPTER III
THE mUSIC TEST
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Another problem in the construction of such a test is that of
classifying the music into types. If the test is to deal with
everything covered in the music appreciation course, the course must
first be put into some kind of classification by which the test can
be constructed. Once such a classification is decided upon, the
test must be built by a similiar classification. In the present
case this rUle becomes axiomatic since the results of a test con-
structed any other way would show absolutely nothing as far as the
music appreciation class is concerned, regardless of how valuable it
would be otherwise.
Still another problem is that of the manner of presentation of
the test. The test must be presented on a listening basis. In other
words, the students must hear music rather than merely be asked what
they think of a certain type of music. This, of course, presents
the problem of how long they should listen. Sometimes in the class,
symphonies take the entire period to listen to. This, of course,
cannot happen in the test itself. The length of the entire test
should not exceed one regUlar class period. If it does, the students
will naturally become restless, and the remainder of the test results
would be invalid~ This time limit, of course, 'imposes more limitations
on the const~uction of the test. Since it cannot (that is to say, it
",!,-, ,
must not) limit the individual facets of the course, it must neces-
sarily limit the amount of selections played, and the time of the
playing. By the facets of the course is meant everything the course
includes such as every type of music covered.
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Another aspect which must be taken into consideration is the
probable attitude of the student. The test should be relatively
pleasant to take. Instructions should be comparatively simple, and
it should be easy to record his preferences. This leads to the
question of how the preferences are to be recorded. Are they to be
simple like or dislike, or is there more to it than just this?
It was decided to use only non-music majors in this research,
since they make up the greatest majority of the music appreciation
classes throughout the country. This, then, makes it mandatory that
a different test be constructed for them than would be for music
majors.
Since this research has to do with personality, and therefore
psychology, it would be well to look at some psychological facts
concerning the way in which music is heard:
Appreciation is first of all the engaging of the cerebral
activity with the sound stimuli, the organizing of these
sensations into perceptions, and the growth of these
perceived and identified units into the larger and more
complex entities which we call concepts. The ease and
facility with which the listener can develop these
perceptions, use them as symbols for his growth 1n musical
thinking, together with the resultant pleasure and cerebral
excitement involved, is the essense of music appreciation.
The intellectual character of the process is inescapable. l
The listening of music, then, is a psychological process. The main
problem to date has been clearly defined:
f lKate' Hevner Plueller, "Studies in I'Iusic Appreciation," Journa,l
of, Research. in. Plusic Education ~Spring, 1956), 4~
,-
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These (personality) separate abiliti~s are undoubtedly
related to general-appreciation and comprehension of
music, but we know almost nothing about how much and
in what ways they are related because we lack comparable
quqntitative methods of measuring the appreciation
process itself~2
In order to understand accurately the relationship of personality to
music appreciation as explained above, th~must first be Borne sort
of accurate measure of the appreciation factor. As stated above,
this has not been developed at the present time. In the opinion of
writer, this is true only because of a lack of p~oper classification
of music into respective groups which can be used with such a
comparison. Then too, these aspects must be compared with something;
The Sixteen Personality Factor Test prOVides many avenues for_such
comparison if the appreciation can be accurately measured.
With these facts as guiding principles, the construction of
such a test can begin. One more fact that might be pointed out is:
The listener may not even be aware that his experience is
an orderly organization of discreet elements~3
In other.words, this process goes on whether or not the individual is
aware of it~
Most music appreciation classes use a more or less historical
approach to the subject~ They start usually at about the Baroque
period as far as listening is concerned. After the Baroque period
comes the Classical period which is followed by the Romantic and the
Modern periods. The historical sequence provides a convenient plan
of construction.'
.._~
p. 5.
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In ad~ition to th~ historical group~ng, there must be, some
sort of classification which designates they way music is put
together or constructed~ Even though the listener is not aware that
his mind is making use of discreme elements, the situation itself is
not altered. The individual might not know now to analyze a piece
of music according to form, construction, and harmony, but the mind
itself, as shown by facts already presented, makes use of these
elements~ It becomes eVident, then, that there must be a c1ass-
ification of the various ways in which music is put together if the
test is to prove anything. The problem is to decide on a class-
ification which would be convenient for this type of test.
It is possible to arrange this portion of the test from many
different angles. For example, there mould be classifications of
rhythm or tone color. There could be classifications of harmony or
instruments. There could be classifications of instrumental or
vocal music. The possibilities are so numerous that it would be
futile to attempt to discuss them all here. The classification which
has the most possibilities and also takes in most of the ones already
mentioned has been suggested by Aaron Copland. He states that music
is made up basically in four ways. The first is that of sectional or
symmetrical repetition. The second is repetition by variation. The
third, Tepetition by fugal treatment, and fourth, Tepetition by
deve10pment.4 Under sectional or symmetrical repetition is found:
4Aaron Copland, What To Listen For In Music (New York: The
McGraw-Hill Book Company, Incorporated, ~939), p. 69.
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can be put into one of these classifications. Since this is not a
also has a very good explanation of them in the book cited herein.
'loc. cit~
Sloe. clt:
5l~C;·Cit.
6 . -.lec. cit.
So far, then there are two aspects in the classification.
Two-part (binary) form
Three~part (ternary) form
Rondo 5
Free sectional arrangement
Under repetition by variation is found:
Under repetition by fugal treatment is found:
Fugue
Concerto grosso
Chorale prelude ,
Motets and madrigals
Bassoostinato
Passacaglia
Chaconne 6
Theme and variations
Almost every piece of music studied in the music appreciation class
discourse on the various forms of music. the actual constructions of
Under repetition by development is foupd:
Sonata (first-movement form)S
these fQrms will not be dealt with here. If the reader desires to
: .' 1 : (
It might be stated here that in order to get an accurate picture ef
this proce~8t one other aspect must be added to the mechanical part
, " "~,('"
First is tba,historical, and second is the mechanical, so to speak.
form and .analysis and find the explanations of them. Aaron Copland
,.
The combinirig:of these two aspects, then, is the ideal system of
classification if the object is to get at the processes of appreciation.
know more about these forms. he can be directed to any book on music
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These include such works as some preludes and symphonic poems.
of this classification. There are some works that do not adhere to·
Such works are said to be in free
.
the formal molds of construction.
9form.
giving five forms of mechanics.
The test should also be constructed so that there can be a
the nature of the research involved. In the present case, the wrtter
felt that it would be desirable to have a sort of cross-classification
The aspect of free forms, then, must be added to the classification,
means of taking out separate scores or combining them, depeneing upon
a group of others. Such a method of scoring will give a greater
variety of results from which to take a sampling and .study.
It was decided, then, that the test was to be constructed upon
a dual principle. First is the historical aspect, and second, the
mechanical~ Since the present study is limited strictly to the
music appreciation classes, this method of construction offers the
greatest possibility.
It was decided that five historical periods should be used in
the test construction. They are:
Baroque
Classical
Romantic
Late Romantic to present
Impressionistic
To these periods are given the letters A, B, C, D, and E respectively.
Thefive ... fCJrR1s of the mechanical aspect have already been named, but
whereby any selection played could be scored either separately or in
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for the sake of review, they are:
Sectional or symmetrical repetition
Repetition by variation
Repetition by fugal treatment
Repetition by development
Free forms
To these were given the Roman Numerals, I, II, III, IV, and V
respectively. Using this method, the test was made up of twenty-one
items. (Shown on Table I,' of following page.)
Note: Most impressionistic music is free form, thus only the
classification E-V.
Table II shows the selections that were chosen as representative
of each item of the music test.
Since there are twenty-one selections in the entire test, only
two minutes can be played from each if the test is to be completed in
one regular class period. However, in each case, only the part which
actually shows development, fugal treatment, or whatever the case
might De) was used. It was found that two minutes was adequate in
---
every case.
After choosing the selections to be used, the next problem is
to arrange the playing of them in the smoothest possible manner.
Since only two minutes of each selection can be played, the most
convenient way of administering the test was to record it on magnetic
type. This would ~nsure a smooth, uninterrupted hearing by the
students. .It was further decided that to play them in the above
chronological order would not be wise, since to listen to all of the
sela.a,tlons from the same period in succession would make the test
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Impressionistic - free forms
TABLE 1
CLASSIFICATIONS OF MUSIC TEST
variation
fugal treatment
development
Baroque - sectional or symmetrical repetition
Baroque - repetition by variation
Baroque - repetition by fugal treatment
Baroque - repetition by development
Baroque - free forms
Late Romantic to present - sectional or symmetrical
repetition
to present - repetition by
to present - repetition by
to present - repetition by
to present - free forms
Late Romantic
Late Romantic
Late Romantic
Late Romantic
Classical - sectional or symmetrical repetition
Classical - repetition by variation
Classical - repetition by fugal treatment
Classical - repetition by development
Classical - free forms '
Romantic - sectional or symmetrical repetition
Romantic - repetition by variation
Romantic - repetition by fugal treatment
Romantic - Repetition by development
Romantic - free forms'
A-I
A-II
A-III
A-IV
A-V
B-1
B-II
B-Ill
B-IV
B-V
C-I
C-II
C-III
C-IV
C'~V
0-1
O-ll"
0-111
O-IV
O-V
E-V
A-I
A-II
A-III
A-IV
A-V
8-1
8-11
8-111
B-1V
B-V
C-I
C-II
C-III
C-IV
C-V
0-1
D-II
0-111
D.IV
O-V
E-V
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TABLE II
CO~POSITION OF, TEST
Minuet from Fireworks ~usic-Handel
Chaconne-Vitali
Brandenburg Concerto number two, first movement-Bach
Sonata for Violin, second movement-Handel
Toccata in a minor (orchestra)-Bach
Rondo from Ein Kleine Nachtmusik-Mozart
Symphony Number Five, second movement-Beethoven
DJupiter" Symphony, finale-~ozart
Symphony Number One Hundred and Four ("London"), finale-Haydn
Fantasia in F minor for glass ~armonica-Mozart
Midsummer Night's Dream, scherzo-Mendelssohn
Symphony Number Four, last movement-Brahms
Symphony Number Four, coda, first movement-Brahms
"Die Meistersinger," prelude-Wagner
Symphonie Fantastique, Witches' Sabbath-Berlioz
Scheberazade, first movement-Rimsky-Korsakoff
Symphony Number Five, second movement-Sibelius
$ymphony Number Three, fugue-Harris
Symphony Number Five, development-Hanson
Symphony Number Five, first movement-Sibelius
Fetes-oebussy
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tDD mDnotDnD~s~ In order,tD mix the items ~hDrDughly, each item
number was written on a small slip Df paper, mixed up, and selected I
at random. By such a system, the final Drder Df play turned DUt as
shDw ~n Table III Dn the fDIlDwing page. By using this random Drder,
it is pDssible tD aVDid any dangar Df the fDrmatiDn of patterns in
the mind of the individual, either consciously Dr subcDnsciously.
The proper parts of each selection were recorded on magnetic
tape directly from the phDnograph recDrdings. In order tD validate
the tape, Or~ Lawrence Eberly and Mr. James Barnes, both Dn the music
faCUlty at Indiana State Teachers CDllege, listened to the tape and
prDperly identified each selectiDn by classificatiDn number. This
wDuld seem tD demonstrate that each classification is properly
represented by the a~tual music on the tape.
Before giving the test tD a class, there must be a sheet upDn
which they can mark their responses to each selection as it is played.
In devising such a sheet, it must be decided upon how many responses
can be chosen fDr each selection. The writer decided against an
either like or dislike apprDach for the same reasons the personality
music wDuld not y~eld accurate results. Most of the listeners might
w~h to have a wider range fDr recording their attitudes. So, it was
decided that there would be five responses possible fDr each se~ectiDn
played. In this way, the individual would have ample choices of
recDrding his feelings to any piece as it was played. The five
responses were:
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TA8LE III
ORDER OF TEST
8-IV
A.-V
D-III
8-11
A-III
E-V
O-IV
A-II
8-1
C-III
0-1
C-IV
8-111
A-I
C-II
A-IV
C-V
C-I
B-V
O-V
0-11
..1
Like very much
Like better than average
Average
Like less than average
Do not like at all
Regardless of how any partiCUlar individual feels about any partiCUlar
~eme, he can probably more accurately describe his feeling in one of
these five choices. As to the scoring of these choices, the main rule
imposed is that of uniformity. Any number can be designated to each
response as long as it is kept the same in each case. It was,
therefore, decided to give a score of five to the "like very much"
response, a score of four to the "like better than average" response,
a score of three to the "average" response, a score of two to the
"like less than average" response, a score of one to the "do not like
at all" response. Copies of answer sheets appear in the Appendix.
In the tabulation of the reSUlts, a key was made which shows
each selection by number and its corresponding selection. In:.connec-
tion with' this, there is a transfer sheet for each individual upon
which all available information is to be recorded. These transfer
sheets are also found in the AppendiX (original copy only). Besides
a score for each individual classification, there is also a score for
each period (A, B, C, 0, and E), and each mold of construction (I, II,
III, IV, and V). These scores are obtained by adding the individual
A, B, C, 0, and E classifications together, and also the I, II, III,
IV, and V classifications together. By having these additional two
scores, it is possible to obtain scores that will make it possible to
correl~~~ both the liking for any partiCUlar period or any particular
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1, mode of construction to the personality traits. By this system,
however, ten additional scores, and therefore possibilities, are
made available. To the knowledge of the writer, there has been no
such study to date, i.e~, the possibility of either periods or molds
of construction or both being related to personality traits~
This music test was administered on the day after the taking
of the personality test. Fifty students, selected from the music
appreciation classes at Indiana State Teachers College were used.
These classes give a good cross-section of the campus since they are
made up of non-music majors, students from other departments.
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CHAPTER IV
PREPARING FOR ANALYSIS ANO INTERPRETATION
After both tests had been administered, the scores were arranged
so that they might be analyzed and interpreted properly.
There are, of course, fifty observations of each variable, since
fifty students took both tests. In the personality test, there are
sixteen variables, while in the music test there are thirty-one. The
most efficient way of comparing the scores, then, is by obtaining the
coefficient of correlation between each'variable in the personality
test and each variable in the music test.
If there is no relationship between the two sets of data,
the value of the coefficient of correlation would be zero.
This means that there is no systematic increase, or de-
crease, of scores on one set of data corresponding to
scores on the other set of data. Thus, the range of
numerical values of the coefficient of correlation may be
defined as extending from a perfect negative relationship(-1;00), to a zero relationship (0:00), to a perfect
positive relationship (l.OO)~l
However, perfect relationships are rare, the coefficient of correlation
falling between the two extremes. It is an error to believe that these
coefficients have an inherent value in themselves. 2 They are simply
an index of re1ationsh1ps~ The coefficient is !l9i directly propor-
tional to the degree of relationshiP~3 Another common error is to say
", 1a• Francis Rummel, An Introduction To Research Procedures In
Education (New York': . Harper &: Brothers, 1958), p. 180.
2Ibid p.' 191'._.,
3 . "e',
,~., p: 190.
.~.. '
,f.'". :
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one is II high" and another is "low." 4 It depe.nds a great deal em the
study itself what may be considered "high" or "low." For example:
If a limited time, exists for testing, it is in general
more efficient to measure a whole profile, of several
dimensions of personality, though each be measured with
a brevity reducing reliability to 0."3 or 0.4, than to
measure a single dimension with an imposing scale
reliability of say, 0.9. (Granted equal validity on
the criterion, a mere dozen orthogonal factor measure~,
each of reliability 0.29, give be~ter prediction than
one scale with a reliability of 0.95.)5
This is the case with the music test. An objective look shows that
the limitations are great. The time limit itself, for example.
Then too, for each classification, only one selection was played due
to the time limit~ These limitations must be taken into consideration
when interpreting the results. As stated above, in such cases a
coefficient of correlation of 0.29 can give a better means of pre-
diction than one of 0;95 on tests where so many limitations do not
exist. In the present research, then, all correlation coefficients
of 0.29 or higher will be discussed. As will be noted in the next
chapter, many of the coefficients of correlation range at least two
zeros (O~005) past the decimal point. This being the case, those
correlation coefficients ranging from 0.29 and up to 0~5, as in some
cases, are what might be called "high" in relationship to the rest in
the present study;
After all available data was assembled, it was sent to the
Se,rvice Bureau Corporation, a subsidiary of International Business
l'Iachines (I,.B.Pl.) ,for computation. The complete analysis is in the
Appendix (original copy only) for reference.
4 '" .Ibid., p. 191.
5Cattell, st. al., Ope cit~, pp. 4-5.
CHAPTER V
INTERPRETATION OF RESULTS
Explanation of charts.--As was stated in the last chapter, all
material from the personality test and the music test was sent to the
data processing center of International Business Machines in New York
City. A complete copy of the results; appear in the Appendix~
To start out, then, an explanation of these charts is in order~
The first section is the input data~ This consists of the scores
made on all forty-seven variables, sixteen personality and thirty-one
mUsic~ They are listed by variable, fourteen observations per line,
with variable number and card-within-variable number at the right.
First are the sixteen personality variables, and then the thirty-one
music variables~ Next, the means and standard deviations are listed
f' .; \ ., '~.. .l,.. ' ,.
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·Simple Corr~lation Matri~ Dependent Versus ,Independent Variables.~ .
The dependent (music) variables are listed in order with the corre- ,
lation coefficients listed below, -seven per row, in fixed point
form. Negative quqntities are preceded by a minus sign. This makes
a total of four hundred and ninety-six coefficients of correlation.
Interpretation.--The problems of interpreting the correlation
coefficient have already been described. It was decided to discuss
only those that range ~29 or higher~ Each of these will be discussed
in order; After this, something will be said about the matter of
prediction of personality from known music scores~ The final fact
to remember, then, in interpreting the correlation coefficients is
that a positive relationship shows the same direction on each variable.
In other words, a person making a high score on one makes a high
score on the other. A negative relation indicates making a high
score on one and a low score on another.
,
The'first coefficient of which note must be taken is between
music score A-I and personality Factor A. The relationship is .296.
This shows the tendency, that a person making a high score on music
A-I will have the tendency to do likewise on personality Factor A.
The mean for this personality trait is 8:82 in comparison with the
original mean of the test which is 9~3: This means, that the fifty
students tasted in the present case, are as a whole slightly below
the mean of'the 'national popUlation. A mean of 8;92 would be classed
~s"sten5. ;Therefore, the high side of A is cyclothymia, and those
rating' s'uchwill tend to like the music falling under the A-I
46
abbreviated form it would be thus:
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classification~ As is the case with all the relationships discussed .
The need will
I
14.07.'311H
A-I:-
.
here, the need for further investigation is indicated.
be clearly seen when the subject of prediction is spoken of~
The second relationship is between A-I music and H personality~
resBarch~ Finally, the mean based on the national population for
This shows that there is a correlation between A-I and H personality
Factor of ~3ll. Unless indicated by a minus sign, the relationship
is positive. It must always be remembered that positive relationships
go the same way in both scores, while negative relationships go the
Dpposi1t~ ways·.,(.high on.)ooe,' low on the other). This is followed by
the mean based on the fifty students taking the test for the present
This relationship is expressed as .311. This being the case, the
tendency is shown that those rating in the Parmia section also rate
high in the A-I music score. The mean of personality trait H based
on the fifty students who took the test is l4~07 as compared with
l2~9 over the national population. The students taking the test
rated higher than the national population mean. Having these two
examples, then, it is a waste of time and space to put in complete
detail of each relationship. Hence, they will be shown in abbreviated
'orm. This will, however, in no way hinder the reader in following
the interpretation. If the preceding information were listed in
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that person~lity trait i~ given. In the a~ove case it is for
personality trait H~ This indicates that there is a positive
correlation of ;311 between music A-I and personality H. The
mean for the fifty persons taking the course is slightly higher
than the national average.
"sra f

SO
0-1:
C -.372 18~'09 16.-9
I -;340 9~33 10;3
0 ;401 10~13 9~6
0-11:
C -.442 18~09 16.9
0 .340 10~13 9~6
0-111:
I'l ~336 10;71 11.S
E-V:
Q3 -'.'327 9~21 9~S
A:
Co: -~315 18;09 16;9
I '~384 9:"33 10~3Q2 ;386 9'.'05 9~'4
8:
I'l '~328 10.71 11;5
0 ~304 10~13 9~6Q2 ';294 9;05 9;4
Q~'4 ;390 12~45 12:'1
c:
I. ;485 9~-33 10.3
0 .'303 10';13 9~6
&14 '~''357 12~45 12;1
'1 0:;'1'
:1
C -.440 18.09 16~'9
P1 '~344 10~71 11;S
0 ;332 10;13 9.6
&12 ~316 9;05 9-~4
E:
&13 -;327 9~21 9;5
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Prediction.--By the use of the coefficient of correlation, the
means and standard deviations, it is possible to predict what a
student will make on one score provided the other is known. While
it is not in the scope of this thesis to make a detailed study of
this aspect, it will be touched upon. The proper formula to use is:
lRummal; Ope cit;, p-~ 188.
2Cattell, et al.-, op; cit:, p. 53.
2~94 (5-3) + 8.81
-1~'34
y= -~075
In recording results, the writer made a complete profile-,of a "high
A-II" score. This was done by assuming that X is the music A-II
score;' The highest possible score would be five. SUbstituting,
then, for the predicted score of personality Factor A, the formula
would read:
The answer will be approximately 8~4. This was done for all sixteen
factors., .. After this, a profile was pulled of a student who actually
did make five on this factor from the list. By the use of the
nomograph, it was shown that there was a high correlation between
the predicted pattern and the actual pattern. 2 As stated before,
since it is not in the scope of this thesis to discuss this fully,
the author did not compute all the standard errors. However, the
standard error of the example above was computed. The formula is •
. r£~._N2
V n-2
'(~--------------------
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The formula for ~ (y_y).2 is:
2 2 .~(y-y) = ~y -_J~~~)2
The formula for ~ x2 is:
£. x2 = ~X _ (~X)2
n
The formula for y2 is:
y2 = ~ y _ (;£ y)2
n
The formula for Z xy is:
.f...Xy = t XY - (~X)( i. y)2
n
Computing these, then, the formula at the top of the page would be
approximately:
V ~BO
In other words, the standard error of prediction is about two and
one-half,points on either side~ The standard deviation based on the
national population for this factor is 3.4. This means, than, that
even though the correlation is lOW, the accuracy of the prediction
caA,be accurate witbin a standard deviation either way. A standard
deviation equ~ls two stens. If all predictions were two stens off
in either direction, the total of the squares of difference would be
sixty-four. This would be an approximate correlation of ~3~ This
is still proof that the subject would belong in the same category as
the sample profile (correlation is based on all sixteen factors).4
3Loc • cit;,.
4Ib1d '-, p; 31~
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If. in the present case, the pattern on the one factor can come
this close with a low correlation, it should be reasonably safe to I
assume that those with higher correlations could be predicted even
closer. At least the matter bears further investigation. The sample
profile of the "high A-II score" appears in the appendix.
A final note of warning, then, is that the table based on the
national population of both men and women must be used, since this
was the case in the present research. To use the tables of men or
women separately in the conversion of raw scores to standard scores
would distort the picture. The writer used those based on college
students.
CHARTER V
SU~~ARY AND CONCLUSIONS
To surmnarize, the present research has emphasized certain
prohlems relating to the classes of music appreciation in our
schools and colleges. Among these problel1!s was that of personality
and its relationship, if any, to musical tastes. As a means of
solving the problem, a personality test and a music test were used.
These two tests were similiar in the respect that both were mUlti-
dimensional, the personality test containing sixteen dimensions,
and the music test thirty-one. The observations were made on fifty
students selected from the music appreciation classes at Indiana
State Teachers College.
After all the data from these tests were compiled, the raw
',.
scores were sent to the Data Processing Center in New York City for
computation~ The results have shown some very interesting trends
in the relationship of personality to musical tastes. In fact, out
of the four hundred ninety-six correlations, sixty-four were chosen
as needing further investigation.
The present research can be of great benefit to the instructor
b' music appreciation if used wisely. The writer would like to cell
~ttentiotfto the fact that personality Factor I is related to several
dfthe mt.l~i[(scores. This; then, might very well be an 'excellent
55
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starting pl~ce for the instructor~ For th~ convenience of any
instructor reading this thesis, a chart is included in the Appendix.
showing which personality facto~s are related to or influence certain
music scores. This is in contrast to the listing already given vice
\Zerse.
In the opinion of the writer, it would be an excellent idea
for the instructor to arrange to administer the Sixteen Personality
Factor Test to the class as a whole on the first day. The cost will
not be too great as the test booklets themselves can be used more
than once. The answer and profile sheets are also relatively inexperniva
By doing this, the instructor will be able to get a much better over-
view of the class as a whole. After doing this, he can refer to the
proper chart in the Appendix to note the relationships for his
particular class~ It can be clearly seen by a comparison of the
means and standard deviations of the present research to those of the
.
national ~opulation on the personality test, this,i&, in most respects,
a reasonably normal group. This being the case, the same can be
expected of almost any group of music appreciation students~
As an example, the instructor, in the opinion of the writer,
would find it easiest to make for himself a chart listing each of the
thirty-one classifications of music. After doing this, each personality
profile could be studied separately and, with the aid of the chart
i'rithe Appendi'x, a check mark could be placed by the side of the
proper category~ To illustrate, suppose the first profile rated low
57
on Factor A of the personality test. From the chart, it can easily.
be seen that the only relationship is to the I score in music~
Since the relationship is positive, the only fact that could be
demonstrated is that this student would probably not like music of
sectional or symmetrical repetition. Suppose he rated low on Factor
C of ~he personality test. The chart shows a negative relationship
to A-II an the music score, and likewise to 0-1, 0-11, A, 0, I, II.
Appropriate marks should be made on the instructor's chart for this:
This is the best procedure to follo~in order to get a clear picture
of the cless preferences as a whole. After the tabulation is complete,
the instructor can then set a pattern for himself as to how he will
conduct his class. By doing this, the writer feels that much better
results will be obtained.
In passing, it is interesting to note that the total score from
the Classical Period received the highest maan with the lowest
standard deviation. This is a significant fact in itself. From the
mere point of class preference, the Classical Period was liked the
best.
Finally, then, the present study shows the need for much more
research along the music-personality line. Such studies could yield
unlimited possibilities in the understanding of the appreciation
process, the theraputic properties of music, musical influences, and
much more. The research completed at the present time is by no means
the end~ ~ fact, it might be said that only the threshold has been
crossed in this field. Further study shoqld be directed at the prope'r
.. ~
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use of the f~rty-six rela~ionships discusse~ earlier, for it is
possible that within them is the key to the locked door of the
appreciation process~
It is hoped that the present study will open new roads of
research to others interested in the understanding of music and
it.~~~t in our everyday lives~
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VARIA8lFS
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0.11461219£ 01
0.10322762E 01
0.15864317
-0.02497064
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ST~NDARD DeVIATIONS DI:PFNO~NT
0.11447258E 01 0.10215645E 01
0.93294907E 00 0.86278534E 00
O.10470886E 01 0.10628242E 01
0.29489631E 01 0.31471252E 01
0.30607834E 01
MEAN~ INDEPENDENT VARIABLES
0.18099998E 02 0.13819999E 02 0.16239998E 02
0.10719997F 02 0.96999969E 01 0.10139999E 02
SIMPLE CORRELATION MATRIX INDEPENDENT VERSUS INDEPENDENT VARIABLES
0.16385240
0.16190296
0.08019544 0.06033556 0.13123552
-0.11040407 -0.34805582 -0.04236368
0.00138971 0.05330696 -0.01447427
-0.50512732 0.02927266 -0.22297767
-0.08936961 0.40161619 -0.415517~0
-0.01447444 -0.01431145 -0.04248910
0.58477979 -0.08358783 0.03219271
-0.20081460 0.06888653 -0.06777503
0.12488990 0.00391120 -0.06020958
n.f')7142991 -n.1635?107
0.13416404E 01
0.70540619E 00
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0.22946891E 01
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0.12459999E 02
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7
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0.91999817E 00
0.11180305E 01
0.29543838E 01
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MEA,NS DEPENDENT VARIABLES
0.34599990E 01 0.30000000E 01 0.36399993E 01 0.35799980E 01 0.27999992E 01
0.35599975E 01 O.36799964E 01 0.33599968E 01 0.33399963E 01 0.29399986E 01
0.32999992E 01 0.30399971E 01 0.29399986E 01 0.34799995E 01 0.30799980E 01
0.16459998E 02 0.18119998E 02 0.15939999E 02 O.15339996E 02 0.31199989£ 01
0.13679996E 02 0.13699996E 02 0.15459999E 02
STANDARD DE'VIATIONS INDFPFNDENT VARIABLES
0.29440765£ 01 O.16957588E 01 0.33540992E 01 0.36149101E 01 0.3432548.5E 01
0.34211692E 01 0.32361069E 01 O.33349037E 01 0.25317955E 01 0.40100364E 01
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0.93399963E 01
0.92199974E 01
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-0.03789317
-0.20758028
0.27923477
0.09201734
0.04323497
-0.25062437
0.11905905
0.3°267474
0.04157J44
0.09505884
0.09899376
0.52436709
-0.18843029
-0.05429602
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0.23245832
0.31196500
0.07538987
0.23530752
0.01512966
-0. 12.451 7 2.6.
0.08239175
-0.23468614
-0.28666046
-0.06869454
-0.15909058
0.15162564
-0.06948846
0.044(,7882
0.30231453
0.06514305
0.27880887
0.23787232
0.06762'H4
0.06867087
-0.01493949
-0.00346114
-0.05437437
. ~~_O.•~lAO.Qft23.5_. ......_:':Q~•.9_~fI~(>_~~~I~._~ .~~ O. 1653618 '3
0.10167629 -0 .19478589---~6;-O·4r8?(,T70.05792575
-0.1127818 /+
-0.01414163
-0.02884498
-0.0'3671932
-0.11057831
-0.13165496
-0.22'35857]
0.01237135
-0.14131100
0.07712997
-0.01760013
0.0354209B
0.13076424
-0.20919991
0.13380902
-0.08709297
0.2091313'3
-0.09864461
-0.33978785
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-0.12516074
-0.096792':12
-0.00992582
-O.023081f>6
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0.08649?99
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4
-0.04594960
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SIMPLE CORRELATION MATRIX DEPENDENT VERSUS INDEPENDENT VARIABLES
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13
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~EPENDENT VARIA8LE
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0.34844391
- n.00728729
ROW
ROW
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.... 0.000.696.81
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. ·····-··---··---··-···....··---····-0· .----...- ..---••- ..~--:----
O.262Jt34.1A...
0.08451343
0.2629.9409 .
0.37642584
0.09677175
Q.151647..8.8
-0.00199849
-().J411_73~.2~_
0.17345016
0.07937293
0.05823232
0.07733501
0.26643470
-0.20363621
-0.28592733
-0.32313965
-0.06005717
-0.21534963
0.21223179
-0.14027892 -0.• 19441367
-0.25663~JE:L __ .. ..0.14102523
-0.26137192
0.05615312
-0.20642333
-0.02526277
-0.01043723
-0.06435097
0.21673499
-0.. 08242983-
~O.01938751 . ._ .....1l.00021605
-0.01684329 0.30487981
0.02542567
0.09589507
0.03370'30Ci
0.18799824
-0.00785451
-0.44247653
0.24146959
-0.37249815
0.00366782
-0.25333333
0.22099812
-0.24806475
0.02907252
-0.09321734
0.13213439
-0.07394934
-0.25885279
-0.00511310
0.21881469
-0.10481784
0.04692943
-:-0.24819791
0.20631280
7
-0.18565283
-0.05465795
0.17270808
0.17678109
O.
-0.03294090
0.23653357
0.01209980
0.00996354
. 6. 165:3091 7
9
-0.10165509
0.19414958
0.292534~6
8
-0.10117271
0.18621398
0.25101562
17
-0.04663173
-0.04851703
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-0.26070576
-0.21274897
0.14017900
14
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-0.22469342
0.09452528
0.25990994
13
12
-0.31803302
0.20727207
0.23559656
11
-0.18508927
0.16890694
0.23828373
10
-0.10315647
0.11473484
0.03988300
0.Q8136858
DEPENDENT VARIABLE
-0.06189341
0.27368072
~FPENDENT VARIABLF
0.10862517
0.42376296
-n.09347223
OEPENDENT VARIABLE
_0.05905579
0.42250348
-0.19874063
nEPENDENT VARIABLF
-0.19485306
0.04937671
0.09429958
~EPENDENT VARIABLE
0.05893826
0.49621127
-:9.!_Q8692393
~tPENDENT VARIABLE
0.04118588
0.3404?381
0.05235051
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of!,o.!t15 3014
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.,-- ._......_-"'0 ~·I6028T66
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_---- ... - .... ... ._. __ ._.~Q .• Q~_262a.o<}
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nEPENDENT VARIAALE
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0.14608205
0.11552323
~fPENDEMT VARIABLE
-0.13201411
n.13848680
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0.12071796
0.184&;2213
19
-0.00493941
-0.19433906
0.04899538
20
-0.09228657
-0.06935036
0.1640097t5
0.33697976
-0.26221208
0.17330261
-0.19483577
0.247009ZC;
0.10554240
-0.08341502
0.08408707
-0.04210238
0.03566084
-0.01107468
-0.02521525
0.14551785
0.00901814
0.21893171
0.18866100
0.05082109
0.04512081
-0.18966755
0.01494475
0.21035606
0.14755957
0.30284610
-0.08380149
0.25870668
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0.12276489
0.31668785
0.14291859
0.29484883
0.11946572
.0.24506132
0.2810'154
_. O. 386279a4.... ,.~ .- ... _-,.._... t'..
,0.22293666 --.
0.11634710
0.11737538
0.28782124
0.04404559
0.06232842
-0.10437153
0.01073515
-0.04091350
-0.07781437
-0.00777806
,.....0.16459687
0.15948671
0.303.44687
0.17408445
0.30463635
,.~h?_17J.~lQ~., .... _" ..._:Q!g_Q,fl"~.?,~_?J._.
0.29331595 -0.07746576
j •
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0.18378091 0.11737538 0.22293666 :•..
0. 15 Q'} '} 040 0 • 28782124 O. 116'3471° it>1.
I
0.14097118
0.234283t9
0.18378091
0.15055040
-0.01125648
0.33220044
-0.00266746
0.15040172
-0.02636939
0.00612200
-0.05263441
0.03037192
-0.28055609
-0.00776836
-0.04468226
-0.206'15223
0.12074592
-0.09363666
-0.02636939
0.00612200
-0.33706575
-0.05334400
-0.10744088
0.19566869
-0.44089587
0.34445667
-0.20766075
0.08370510
-0.21983668
0.32846462
-0.31546079
-0.04173516
-0.10744088
0.19566869
23
-0.24012902
0.23819447
0.39095088
25
-0.12944163
-0.14221694
0.19277699
26
-0.00822623
0.08046538
0.06299682
27
-0.33178043
0.06646574
0.34021032
22
-0.27649095
0.1381068 0
0.26347288
24
-0.22852632
0.13785769
0.35795268
21
-0.00822623
0.08046538
0.06299682
~EPENDENT VARIABLE
-0.01160493
0.23682503
0.04356170
~F.PFNDENT VARIABLE
0.12315151
0.48572136
-0.21145871
~EPENDENT VARIABLF
-0.09700621
n.27161147
n.02614369
nEPENDENT VARIABLE
0.13598611
0.38423117
-n.10649995
nEPENDENT VARIABLF
0.29751510
0.:35875835
-0.02724914
~EPENDENT VARIABLE
-0~00605440
n.15834176
-0.32787941
~EPENDENT VARIABLF
-0.00605440
0.15834176
-0.32787941
1 ilt' _
•
.. ~l .•i.J)~ ~ •.~.{>9.6.'~l0.25774805
.Q •.l.()95()()9~_
0.03075491
0.06931192 -0.06438745--0~12462591 i •
_Jh_~~.Z.222.ZJ)-, .. _,--,- ~Q...alJ_2..a91~ __ ,. ._~Jh.2_2.~~.O,21JL __.__ ._. ~
0.02106501 0.g33665~2_
-0.12795804 0.07545788
-0.14964440
-0.1572377?
-0.57623089
0.12545123
0.02'389790
0.31927104
29
28
-0.28020602
0.10177369
0.30831543
DEPENDENT VARIABLF
0.17333999 0.00945370
0.34275287 0.05717570
:':ii;O~9~grr8T73---------0~.22866271
nFPENDENT VARIAPLF
-0.02868549
0.38173807
-0.06911699'
nEPENDENT VARTAALE
-().00934789
0.19097789
-0.00260681
nEPENDEMT VARIABLF
-0.11954026
().'39761404
-0.17919197
30
-0.05830517
-0.02236325
0.26'109657
11
-0.26687969
0.17974705
0.28777286
-0.28110275
-0.00366773
-0.22072469
0.36334322
-0.09784332
-0.09461031
-0.14796912
-0.03897133
0.03444615
0.27223294
0.11893822
0.28154144
-0.17629713
-0.07552462
0.03063297
0.28742589
0.02806605
o. 37CJ91'l3 2
0.07594509
0.3928'3136
•
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•
•
•
I
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•
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•
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•
•
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I' PERSONALITY FACTORS .AND THE MUSIC SCORES THEY INFLUENCE
A:
1+
B:
C-1I-
1-
C:
A-II-
0-1-
O-II-
A-
D-
I-
II-
E:
C-V-
F:
1+
G:
H:
C-1+
1+
f 1:i A-I+,
t I A-V+C-II+
, C-III+
C-V+
0-1+
A+
C+
1+
11+
111+
V+
L:
A-V+
.
~.
iii
1.11j;
~t _ I
..
0:
A-V+
B-Il+
C-l1+
0-1+
0-11+
B+
C+
0+
1+
11+
Ql:
C-V+
Q2:
A-V+
A+
B+
0+
IV+
V+
Q3:
E-
Q4:
A-V+
B-IV+
B+
C+
1+
11+
------~ -----_ .... _--
I PAT 16 P. F. TEST PROFILE
a: Raw Score Stan- STANDARD TEN SCORE (STEN) [.... dots]0
------ dard LOW SCORE HIGH SCOREI- .Average~0 Form Form Total Score DESCRIPTION D£SCRIPTION
< A B 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10....
- ----
---- T+t+r+t+ -:-i-+-+-+-A Aloof, Cold ............... ++ + + . ..........Warm, Sociable
-H 1 (Schizothymia) (Cyclothymia)
----
B Dull, Low Capacity ........ + .+ + .+ + + · · ........ Bright,
Intelligent
L S (Low "g") (High "g")
----
C Emotional, Unstable ....... + .+ + .+ + + · · ............ Mature, Calm
---fl- S (Low Ego Strength) !High Ego Strength)----
E f Submissive, Mild .......... + + + + + ·
· .....Dominant, Aggressive
l!L (Submissiveness) (Dominance)
------
F f Glum, Silent .............. + + + + ·
· .... Enthusiastic, Talkative
~ (Desurgency) (Surgency)
----
G Casual, Undependable ..... + .+ + + + + · ... Conscientious, Persistent
--& L (Low Super Ego Strength) (High Super Ego Strength)
----
H 7
Timid, Shy ............... + + + + + · ......Adventurous, "Thick
~ (Threctia) Skinned" (Parmia)
----
I Tough, Realistic ........... + + + .+ .+ · ......Sensitive, Effeminate~ J (Hama) (Premsia)----
L f
Trustful, Adaptable ........ .+ .+ + .+ · ........Suspecting, Jealous
---LL (Inner Relaxation) (Protension)
----
M 5'
Conventional, Practical .... + + + + · ....Bohemian, Unconcerned
J (Praxernia) (Alaxia)----
N Simple, Awkward .......... + + + + · .....Sophisticated, Polished£L L (Naivete) (Shrewdness)
----
0 1
Confident, Unshakable ..... .+ .+ + · ......... Insecure, Anxious
! (Confidence) (Timidity)
------
QI Conservative, Accepting .... + + + .+ · ... Experimenting, Critical
.. ~ ---2- (Conservatism) (Radicalism)a'l ----
..j.> Dependent, Imitative ...... · ..Self-Sufficient, Resourcefull:: Q2 + + . + . + ·(1) ~ S (Group Dependence) (Self-Sufficiency)SS ------
0 Qa Lax, Unsure .............. + + .+ .+ + .+ · .........Controlled, Exact0 Ie) 6 (Low Integration) (Self Sentiment Control)a'l
"t ~ --------a'l Phlegmatic, Composed ..... + + + + + .+ + + · .......... Tense, Excitable'6Q Q. !~ f . .0 (Low Ergic Tension) -~t-t-t t-t-t-.L- (High Ergic Tension)., '0(1)
...c:
S (,) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9>, © 1956, Institute for Personality and Ability Testing.CIS a'lZ ll.t STANDARD NINE SCORE (STANINE) [us. cro••••]
SAMPLE PROFILE SHEET

d',;a
CA
~
~
'"3
::Q
~
~
D
J-3
name _ 1 j .__~
A Score & ..__
B Score_ :l~.. __
c Scor·e__-dL _
D Score _ It/ ~__
E Score /
_.__...._-~ .._..._---_.,-.,.-
I ::;core__._.. ,L.q,__.~_,_...
I I Score .L6:."...._.. _.,_
III Score_,.-L~.__".
IV Score~ _
V Score _~__
Cor.nnen ts :
AI Score ~-_M.
AI I Sco:t"e__.5_._.~_
AlII St:ore )
-~-
AIV ~;core__£ __
AV Scol"e__:Z_,..~
DI Scorc_. tJ.__ .._._.
l~ 'J" _. C' C ',..., ~
1..)." -,_ >.J, 0;. b _,.•.,,_ .....;?,,_.._,.....
13111 ;eore ¥
__c.".... ·... ,' ........." •.._, ..."~...._·"',·.. ".,,.·_·.
BTIT {:;cO~.. c.\ U...L If... ~.~ ...... 7
_,."'"",·,·""'-...... __ .'...~~',....'"""n··>,~
BV ::;cope .2
-~""' ••_-,.~ ...,"'-~"""",--"',><,..
cr Score_=..._.~.__....
ell Score_. L __
cr II Score__.~'"_.~..
CIV Score. ~ .
C'! Score ~L__...
u1 SCOl~e g
-,.__•.-.......,."_._...~""""
DII Score :3
~~......__.-.....
DIll score__.__~__
DIV Scorc ..J_. _
DV 0core_ ~ _
EV ::;core__L_
-- --
---------
I PAT 16 P. F. TEST PROFILE
a: Raw Score Stan- STANDARD TEN SCORE (STEN) [Wle dots)0
------ dard LOW SCORE HIGH SCOREI-
..Average,.
"
Form Form Total Score DESCRIPTION D~SCRIPTION
c( A B 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10u.
- -------- T+t-+t+t+ +i+++++t-A S,Y ;- Aloof, Cold ............... . ..........Warm, Sociable(Schizothymia) (Cyclothymia)
--
--
----
B 0(1 3 Dull, Low Capacity ........ .+ .+ .+ + + · · ........ Bright, Intelligent(Low "g") (High "g")
--------
C
-i Emotional, Unstable ....... · + .+ + + .+
· ............ Mature, Calm
1{,1 (Low Ego Strength) (High Ego Strength)
----
E f)..1,j'" £ Submissive, Mild .......... + + .+ + .+ + · ..... Dominant, Aggressive(Submissiveness) (Dominance)
--------
F I"~ Glum, Silent .............. · + .+ .+ + + + · .... Enthusiastic, TalkativeG (Desurgency) (Surgency)
:t: --------G (?-- ,- Casual, Undependable ..... + + + + + + · ... Conscientious, Persistent
- (Low Super Ego Strength) (High Super Ego Strength)~
--------
~ H If,} b Timid, Shy ............... + .+ .+ + .+ + · ...... Adventurous, "Thick(Threctia) Skinned" (Parmia)
--------
~ I {G r Tough, Realistic ........... + .+ + + .+ .+ · ...... Sensitive, Effeminate(Harria) -, (Premsia)~ ------L ~ 7 Trustful, Adaptable ........ · + . + .+ + + .+ · ........Suspectipg, Jealous(Inner Relaxation) (Protension)
------
M Conventional, Practical .... . + + .+ + + + · .... Bohemian, Unconcerned~ ~ (Praxernia) (AI~xia)
----
N 4/ I £
Simple, Awkward .......... + + + + + + · .....Sophisticated, Polished(Naivete) (Shrewdness)
----
,
0 /1·1 0 Confident, Unshakable ..... + .+ + .+ .+ + · · ......... Insecure, Anxious(Confidence) (Timidity)
------
QI $'/~I l Conservative, Accepting .... + .+ + + + + · ...Experimenting, Critical.. (Conservatism) (Radicalism)III ----
4-> (; Dependent, Imitative ...... + · ..Self-Sufficient, Resourcefull=: Q2 & .+ + + + + ·Q) (Group Dependence) (Self-Sufficiency)SS ----
0 Qa {,7 Lax, Unsure .............. + .+ + .+ .+ + · · .........Controlled, Exact,U
-!f- (Low Integration) (Self Sentiment Control)III+> ----III 1q Phlegmatic, Composed ..... + + + + + .+ + + · .......... Tense, Excitable..... Q4 6 . .be (Low Ergic Tension)
-i-----ct-t-t- -i-----ct-L (High Ergic Tension)0.. "0Q) ,..c::: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9S ()>. © 1956. Institute for Personality and Ability Testing.CIS III STANDARD '1lIINE SCORE (STANINE) [use crossesjZ P-4
SAMPLE A-II PROFILE
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